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I. iraODHOflOH 
A. WrmimB Im-ftstigations 
Satat T©»aEt*s problem has been tli© subject of various 
lsv'«gtigatlo.iis for almost a o-eiitury.. It has been solved 
in nuaerous ways, frefftz fl) and Beth. (E) have used 
oo^nformal transformation methods. An analTtic funotion 
theory appllostlon has been developed by a group of Hussian 
aathematioians led by Musoh©lisvlll (3), Many references 
to their work are found in a paper by Sokolnikoff (4). A 
recent development Is the application of function space 
aethoda by Frager and Synge fS). The Schwarz reflection 
principle has been used by Ghosh (6) and Mitra (7). 
Morris (8) haa -worked with aapplng functions of the in* 
finite series type. Hay |9| has adapted the method of 
Mages, A comprehensive review of the Saint Tenant 
torsion problem up to the year 1940 is given by^Higgins (10), 
Most of the work which has been done deals exclusively 
with isotropic or with orthotropio materials. Very little 
oonelderation has been given to oomposlte sections in­
volving: {a| two or more different isotropic materials or 
(b) partly isotropic and partly anisotropic materials. 
Muschelisvlll 111} and Ruchadze (IE) have treated a few 
examples of this type of problem. Buciiadze (13) and 
Goridz© (14) hBVe also considered the seoondary effects In 
the ease whtre the cross section is composed of different 
isotropic materials ha'ving the same Polsson's ratio but 
different shearing moduli, 
B. Nature of Problem 
fhe term composite section is used to indicate a beam-
section composed of two or more portions, each possessing 
different elastic properties. Typical examples are plywood 
msfflbers, and concrete members with metal reinforcing rods. 
Beams with the following types of composite sections are 
consid^reds 
1. Sections of different iaotroplc materials, 
g. Sections of which a part is isotropic and the 
remainder orthotroplc. 
General methods are developed for handling the Saint 
Tenant torsion and fleicure problem for sections involving 
only two different materials, these methods may be easily 
extended to handle the case of three or more different 
materials. In general the sections considered have an outer 
boundary Cj, which Is free from tractions, end a common 
boundary C^. The boundary Gg separates the section into 
two portions possessing different elastic properties. The 
• JJ"* 
©oadltioss whloh. must hold oa and Co are: 
a, fli®r© is no noKEal shear at the "boundary Cj, 
b, Th© displacement, uj , I0 oontinuous across (1) 
©, l^he tractions are continuous across Cg. 
The problem thus resolves itself into one of determinii:^ 
torsion and flexure functions satisfying certain differential 
equations throughout the region for which they are appli-
oahl© and satisfying th© conditions (1) on the boundaries. 
fhe concept of the center of elasticity is introduced 
in the solution of the flexure problem in order to 
distinguish between geometric symmetry and elastic symmetry. 
It is shown that in the case of the oompoaite section, 
loading of the member along a geometric axis of syiametry 
of the section does not insure the absence of a twisting 
effect-. 
Solutions are obtained for sections whose boundaries 
are concentric circles, similar ellipses, confocal 
ellipses, eccentric circles and rectangles. The torsional 
rigiditiee of various cosaposite sections are compared to 
those for the eojupletely isotropic and the completely 
orthotroplo beam of similar external section. 
C. Definition of Symbols 
The symbols used are as follows: 
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A • area of the section 
B » torsional rigidity 
1 " Young's Modul.us 
I « Moment of inertia 
L « length of the beam 
1, a •» direction cosines 
n « noraal direction 
B «• tangential direction 
S « arc length 
u » component of displacement in the X direction 
If m CQoiponent of displacement in the y direction 
w » component of di splao.©m©nt in the z direction 
y^ "" components of load in the x and y directions 
respectively 
Xg, y^ * X and y coordinates of the center of elasticity 
X, y « X and y coordinates of the geometric center 
a •» angle of twist per mnit length of the beam 
/-*. * shear modulus 
(T «• Poisson*-s ratio 
ij component of stress 
0 » torsion function 
1 « stress function 
« conjugate torsion function 
• conjugate flexure function 
^ «• flexure function. 
II, FOLSIOH OF SlGflOlS OF DIFFEHEMT ISOTSOPIG MA.'TERIALS 
A. Formulation of Problem 
Members eompoaed of only two different aaterials are 
considered. The outer boundery is and the common boundary 
is Ga as shown in Figure (1) . The symbols /Xj. and (|»j. 
deslgnet© the shear modulus and torsion fxmction respectively 
for one portion of the section, Blmilarly jUg and 
correspond to the other portion. 
the aquations for stresses and displacements are 
taken as: 
(1 - 1,£) {£) 
u » -ayz, r » axz» w » a$i(x,y). 
wh@r© 
V*$1 - 0 (3) 
fhe problem is one of determining two harmonic functions 
$ai satisfying conditions (1). These conditions 
may be written with th© help of equations (8) as: 
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a) 1 + a » 0, on Ci, 
w aoross Gg, (4) 
0) 1 Tig " ^Txz * ^a* 
In equations (4) tlie superscripts indicate the portion of 
tlie seetion for wMcli tlie stresses are applicable, 
Iquation {4a| maj b© written in terms of the conjugate 
torsion function, fi, aS! 
a- l< ® fi • ^(x + y J + a constant, on G|.. 
If til® portion of th© section with aoSulus ^  ^ is entirely 
enclosed by an outer portion with modulus jux then the 
boundary condition is: 
. . X/ ® ®% 
fi • fi, * y ) + a constant. 
The stress function fi is defined ass 
ii fi - + y'^ ). (5) 
Equation {4a) may then be writtens 
« 0, on CjL. (6) 
With the help of equation {S) the third of equations (4) 
becomes: 
[^^5^ • y) 4- m{|^ + x)] 
Ca 
(V) 
. y) + m{^  + x)] 
III t@ime of tiie eonjugat® liarmonio fi.! 
JUi. 
^ ^ £»3£;1 U* dy dx 1 
ISs ~ ^  Si- ' Ss J, • 
IntegratioE along G« yields; 
}ix Jl - /<. ?. •«• e constant. (9) 
fJie external ferees applied, to th.© end of tbe beam 
gi*ve rise to a resultant ffloaent. 
'"'z • //^  (10) 
By equations (B} and (5) tMs may b@ written as: 
 ^||i)dxdy 
fr , f^« 
• /^aa Jj (x + y ^ )4xdy. 
Ag 
(11) 
Til® moaent is defined in terms of tii© torsional rigidity, 
D, as I 
-•0 
» DA. (IB) 
file equation for D is then gi^ en byt 
D « - |Aa, jj (x + f |^ )axdy 
(13) 
II Cf I » 
- a JJ^ {x ^  -i- J ^ )dxay. 
By rearrangement! 
E - - Ml [[{zx ^ 
-/^ « [f [^   ^(ri«) - si.] aidy. 
The t¥/o area integrals may be transformed by Greenes Theorem 
to givej 
D » ^ is. (Ix^ffiy)fiS "»• 2^1 jJ dxdy 
I# {lx+aiy)iS + 2/-<^g jjf $« dxdy, 
r. 
< )  
n 
wherB r 3t i® boundary of the region Aj. and p, is the 
boundary curve for the region But is zero on the 





If is so oliosen that this constant is zero the torsional 
rigidity may be viritten as: 
P « SPjt If iidxdy + S/^ ,1 (j Igdxdy. (14) 
Aj. Ag 
It is efldent from equations {£) that onoe and 
ar« known th@ oorreaponding stresses and displacements may 
b© easily calculated. In th© following problems only ^ xf 
^8 and D are determined. 
B. Seotlons Whose Common Boundaries 
Are Lines of Shearing Stress 
A line of shearing stress Is giiren by | « a oonstsnt. 
If Cg is a line of shearing stress of the composite section 
then la, and fg are identical# The torsional rigidity for 
such a section is then equal to the sum of the rigidities 
corresponding to two separate sectionsj one bounded by Cj^  
and Ga with a she&r modulus one bounded by Gg with 
shear modulus jUa* Sectlone of this type include those 
whose boundaries are concentric ©Ircles or similar ellipses, 
!•* Qonoentrlc circular boundaries 
In this ©as©? 
over the entire section, 
^ * f rt - 1 , 
whesT® "b is til© radius of the outer boundary and a the radius 
of the coaiaon boundary. 
Similar ©lliptio boundaries 
If a and b are the seiai-major and semi-minor axes of 
the external boundary and and bg correspond to the 




TT Ua.ai,%i' tt aaV* 
» - > , . r'-Tpr (/^ x ->".)• 
•*' Dj, a« 8^ 
C. Sections Whose Gommon Boundaries 
Are Mot Lines of Shearing Stress 
A few sections of the type in which Cg is not a line 
of shearing streps are dealt with here. In this ease the 
torsion functions are not identical for the two portions of 
the ©ross section. 
•*•12* 
GoafQO€tl elliptic boundarieg 
fb,e solution for tMs section (Fig. 2) makes use of 
tli® elliptic tra.nsform0tion: 
z « x + iy « c oosii ^  * e cosh (^ i ) i 
X « 0 oosh oos»^, (17) 
y « G sinh. ^  sin . 
. 1 a a. 
On the ®3£ternal boundary tlae oondition, ^ (x + y ) 
+ a oonstant, must be satisfied.. In tems of the elliptic 
Qoordinates tiiis may be written: 
1 M 
" g- c oos S i^-+- a constant. (18) 
Sin®® fj. is a harsonio function it should be of the form: 
t% • CAI SLNH8 4^' Bjt oosh E| )OOS E . (19) 
fhe funotion fs is an hariaonio function beoause of th® 
BjimmtTj of the section. It is taken to be: 
^0 » B® eosh B Js oos S (20) 
The functions are then given by; 
« - (Ajl oosh S I + Bj. sinh 2 ^ ) sin 2 , 
(21) 
4« " ** 8^ sinh E j sin S>^ , 
fli® teountary conditions (4b), (6), and (9) give: 
cosh 2a^ - oosh Sa®), 
MitBt • n^f^xiBlnh 2a 1 - sinh Sag) 
- e^glsinh - oosh coth Sa®), 
a « 
" 0 yUj_( csch Sag - 2oosh Sa^  osoli 4aa) "•• 0 dj, seoh Sa#, 
( 2 2 )  
where 
/^ s 00th Etta cosh S(a3.-aa). 
The equation for the torsional rigidity beoomess 
•v. • -» {  r  /  « ® .  S a T O a /  
«D - tiM j ui [sitiiiox +bx ) - aat,(a, +I3. )J + 4)*, — { 
' ^ a."+b. ) 
4 S3 8 
+ o^tT [(a3.b4-2aab8Ha8*+b8®)*-^ agbg (ai^+bj,® ) (a^^-bj 
(23) 
where 
M « lag +bjjj ) ^4^®Bb8 (aiaa'^it*®) (hj.ag-aj,bjj) 
4-JU«{a8®4-ba®) [(a3^®+b/)(as*+bs®) - 4aa.bj.aj8b8] j. 
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problem lias been solved previously by Ruohadzi® and 
Tefcua (IS)» 
Th© value of tlie torsional rigidity is deteimined 
froEi equation (14), with the help of equation (5). In order 
that equation {14) hold it is necessary that and |a 
b© so chosen that » 0 on C|, and 1, along On. 
If ^  a is set equal to zero, givinrg an elliptic section with 
a oonfooal hole, then: 
j. , a , s «^ 4.a«b, • aib«.i 
C „ [aj.bj.(8i b^j. ) - aabg Caa -i-bg ) - c , b^b, M * 
This result has been obtained previously by Stevenson (16), 
Also it jj. ^  */^8 " the saotion beooiaes isotropic and 
8 8 
iT/xaj, b|, 
y » «—^ 1 . 
® i ^ 3^t 
^• Seotlons bounded by eooentrlG oirolea 
If the two boundaries of the section ere eccentric 
circles (Fig. 3} the bipolar transformation, 
z *» X + ly » c tan ® c tan ^ (24) 
is used, fhie gives: 
X » Q , J - ? sinh'^  ^  ^ 2^5) 
cos ^ + cosh oos ^  + oosh 
file boundaries, Ojt, and C®, are giTen by the equation: 
» , m m » 
X + (y - c ooth n) « a osch , 
with the outer boiiiidery given by aad the common 
boundary by V^» a^. On th© outer boundery, Gx* 
. X a A 
Vi * fx 4- y ) a constant. 
In terms of ^  and 
a 
„ o oosh a» 
oosh ctj, oos ^  
This may be written in the series forni; 
cyf 
a. «• to L— (-1) e ooth a« cos n "f . (S6) 
n-l 
from equation (S6) one sees that and fg should be taken 
as: 
oo 
ft " H {A|,b cosh n n• B3t.aSinh nin)co8 nk . 
n»l ^ ^ 
OO 
Aaa oosh nk^oos • 
1!h@ corresponding torsion fuiieticns are siven by: 
•16-




<ls * 21^  AftB sinii ul^ sin n ^  . 
Upon applioation of tiie boundary oonditlons {4b), (6) and (9) 
til© eonstants are found to be; 
dgAia « So {-!) {yiAji^tanfa nag -yUaCOtli oothaiSech na^ 
-na-a ,' a n «.aaa 
- © ootii aaseeh, nag) + SdaC {-1) e ootbaaseola nag, 
a , n *"'8.c£ m 
<3^ 8^ 3.39 - S® (-1) 00th aj.s©ch naj. 
-aa® 
• © ootli as®®®^ » 
a-flk <*aObi 
a^^ aa "* {-D ooth a^ smh na^ . 
- ® ©'othaaseoii iiag)o0oh Bmn 
a a •aao 
+ Sd@o (-X) ® • • 0Otha« s@oli naft. 
wliere 
"• C/(«^ /(3.)taEli naj^  na® <^^ 9 
^Pke Tal^@ for th® torsional rigidity Is: 
(28) 
D • gTTC^  ) X! (-1)% Uj, (AjLaSinii naj. 
n*l 
+ Bj.»0OSll mcij.)] - 4M« ^  (-l)°Aea 
n*l 
oo 
- z {-X) e ^®ootli tta f lUxiAin^^^ n.a« "•• Biaoosii na^i) 
E"! 
~1 I 4r S *31 8 
" I-  n j i ^ o  0 3 Q h  a ^ ( l  - < •  o s o h  a ® )  
- tTyU|.o^ (csc3a.**ajt - osdti®ag) [l + ^ (csch^ ai ••• osoli^ aa)] , 
(S9) 
TMs seotion has been solved previously by Ruciiadze and Vekua 
(17)* They trsMBtozm the boiandaries into oonoentric cir-
oular boundaries and obtain the aolution in a more complex 
form. 
In case jX ^ 0 the aeetion possesses an eccentric hole 
and  ^
slnh'n(i.-a,) [ 
coth ajtcosh n(at*''|)] • 
This solution Was obtained originally by MacDonald (18), 
3» Bectangular sectiong 








oiiosea of tiie foms 
1 # # 
"ti • « (y ) + X (Aiooosh asy + oos anX, 
n«0 
(i » 1,2), 
wli®r® 
^ _ (Ea+Dw 
We • 
Thus aad beeomes 
CO 




0s •* H (AaaSinli a^ y + BaaCOsii a^ j) sin a^ x, 
n-0 
Tlie •boundary conditions yleli: 
4,B.. - l{fi a,-/<s) (otnC - secb. aab)CtRiiii anC - coth Cnb), 
Aaa " Baatanii an© + L seoii aaO, 
r . 1 t^ B|.a * ®a® ~ ) S©ch GabJ 
•/^a [ABB •*• B«B tanli Sa^] • 
Aj.tt * L s©©Ji aaO - BiB tanh 
In timsB ©quatlons, L, d® and are given byi 
I, » 4a ii. Mm 
^ lEn+D* 
{tmh €tab t®ali a^Q - 1) - anb tanh anO 1) 
•«• aaO {tanJa anO - tmh aab) 
* o i n o  { t a n h .  -  o o t i i  a n b ) ,  
" J^x (tanli anC - tanh aab). 
The torsional rigidity is given by; 
n " J%- io-i') * f 
slnh agb) • Bjtn (oosh * cosh aob)] 
* 21 (O cosh aaO - b cosh aab) 
n**© 
• B„ (o slnh a„o - b Blnh a.b)]| • Zji^ |S|- (b*o) 
Oo ^ ® 
4- ^ Aga (slnh anb • slnh anO) + BaaCoosh anb 
-I H 
-> cosh aii0)J - I^n^ xlfr oosh anb c cosh aaC) 
+ SfiiB Cb slnh anh - © slnh a aOljj . (32) 
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This aeotioG Ms be@n solved pre's'iously by MmsoiielisTlli (11) • 
In ease yu^ •/A® the solution reduces to that for an 
isotropic r©ctengular seotioni 
 ^  ^A„® /2v® ?• (-1)'''*'^  . f « xy + 4a ^ f — gin ax. 
a«0 (2n+l)® cosh a^o 
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III. fOasION OF SIGTIOKS IffilCH All PARTLY ISOTROPIC 
MD PAHTLY OHfHO'EeOpIG 
A, Fomulatiori of Problem 
The type of section considered (Fig. §) has an Iso-
troplo portion with, shear modulns jix ^  and torsion function 
and an. orthotroplo portion with shear modulus in 
the X direction, a modulus ^  n in the y direction, and a 
torsion function 
The stresses and displacements are given in this case 
by the equations! 
- "/o " Yo • S). 
u • - ayz, V » axs, w * a04(x,y), (1 » 1,2) 
In equations ^33) the index, 0, refers to the isotropic 
portion of the section end the indiees 1 and 2 refer to the 
orthotroplo portion, 
fhe following boundary conditions are to be satisfied: 
a) ii • 0, on Gx 
3^-' across Gj| (34) 
a I + m , across Co. 
XZ ^ jz XZ '^yz " 
fig. @ 
^0 is Itarmonio but 4i satisfies the differential equation 
dx® 
*» 0 • 
dx 
Iqmtiom (34©) may be written aa: 
r d^-
/"o " y' "•* ifi.{ + X) 
G, 
- ^  VI. 
" 3r} 
or 
[^osl^] Is 'sr " ''' " If 
An integration along the boundary Gg yieldsi 
/'o io - -M>-sl^  ay -Ml, dx 
+ a constant, (35) 
where the two integrals are to be evaluated along O#.. By 
us© of the substitutions 
IHE 
i/Jx ' 
y* •  y, 
the function mad® harmonic in the ^ariebles x* and y*, 
aad a oonjmgate Mmonio function aay be defined suoh 
that: 
, lM» ^^ 3. [Mm [JTm 
„ _ (Mx . 
dy dy hx f/T^ dx 
By us© of these substitutions equation (35) may be reduced 
to: 
/^ O + a constant. (56) 
If jUx J^m equation (36) reduces to equation (9). 
Tbe equation for ttie torsional rigidity is given by: 
(37) 
* jjf^  y +/^ a jj^  "*• 3C)dxay 
IL ' y)<axdy. 
Thme integrals may be rearranged to giv©! 
-S6' 
- ip^ m jj^  ti) + ^  (y $i)] dxdy 
+ % J  ^ 5o ® l^ j/4 ta«y 
* M* if 3t*dxdy + Mt ff y dxdy. 
Aa Ag 
By Qre©ii*s tiieorem this beeomess 
®  ^  ^fj.{lx+my)dS 
-f /^1> i^dxdy + 2 If tidxay •/(.ly. 
Ii. V orthotroplo 
portion with r®sp©@t to th© x and y axes respectively. If 
is Giiosan in sucii a manner tJaa,t the constant in equation 
(36) is zero, the equation for D tiien becomes: 
•)(lx+my)iB 'f' ZjX^ (f iodxdy 
J s 
* ff f.axay . /x.iy, • . 
iiji 
By Green* s tlieorea: 
® ' To [[a. ® FA, • 
(38) 
/^% "/^ffl» equation (38) and equation (14) are identioal. 
B. Ccaapletely Orthotropic Sections 
For Goaipari®on purposes and in order to facilitate 
formulation of later problems In tiiis section a few 
solutions for ooiapl®t@ly ortbotTOplc sections are listed 
here» 
1. Clreular sections 
If a is tHe external radius of the section then: 
 ^ mH.}:. X|r 
(39) 
Ml. ' 
Bt llliptio sections 
For an elliptic secstioa of semi-iaa^or axis a and semi-
minor axis la, 
• - A . -  •  (40) 
•sa-
'FMs solution Jaas obtained by Green (19). 
3. Reotangalar seetiona 
for the seetion shown, in Figure 6: 
• xy + X [AaSinh Baoosh ^ay] sin aaX, (41) 
n»0 '• -' 





Ba • E® 4a (a/tr) (-1) 
(Sn-^l) 
B+3, 1 -• sech paO 
tsnh 3HO 
The rigidity is given by: 
D 





 ^io uSaTf • 
(4S) 
Another form of this solution may be fornid on page 3S5 of 
Love's freatise (20). 
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G. Partly Isotropic and Partl^r Orthotroplo Sectioos 
1 • COQOtJatrio olroular boundaries 
Th.® fiiaotion for the of seotlon shown in ?lg. 7 
should, aeeording to ©qiiation {$9), t>© of th© formj 
<jSa. " Agr^sln B6. (43) 
Sino© is hamonic it is oho sen ass 
£l!.)sin 26, (44) 
" J*® 
Thit constants, d©t®2min®d from th© boundary conditions are; 
*/^a)» 
BdgBi * a b (/^i^ " *  (45) 
2dgA, - (a* + -/X,), 
wh@r® 
dg - (aW)(//3,+/4a) f E o^b^'V). 
The torsional rigidity is gifsn by; 
15 * ^ (a 4b )4^^(^i+^g) (b -a )] . 
(46)  







A ^ • " ' ' xy, 
iMx ""Mm) 
Also If JU^ «/jtg tiie portion Inside Cg beoomes Isotropic and 
- Ix « 0-
Tliea© resiLlts agree with those previously obtained. 
2'» Confocal elliptic boundaries 
lor th© section shown In Figur© 8 the ©lliptio trans­
formation is again used. In aocordance with equation (40) 
the torsion functions are tateen of the form: 
- (A^slnh 4 Ba.cosh E))sin , 
(47) 
•i * * AaSinh z'f sin 
fhe boundary conditions gifej 
4 dgAj. • - I [ (/Xa.->W») • (//t't/^a)©osh 2aaJ[ooth Ea«sech 2a J 
« 
+ S^slnh Eajgsech - S( ^ |,slnh 
- yiXftCosh*aa * /^^)tanh Eaj.^ , 
4dgB3. •• 0*^|^[ )G<5Sh Bag 4- 2^^cosh Eagjaech 2a 
- E( yUj^ainh^aa -yugcosh'^aa "^/^o)J , 
1 
An •« &mh + Bxiooth 8ag - tantu Saj^), 
(48) 
wker© 
loosh Sag] {tanh Baj. - ootJa Sag) 
•f {oosto. Sag tank - sink Sag). 
fil© torsional rlgititj is giiren by: 
m 
D « [e'*(sinh 4% - slnE 4ael - 8Aa,(sinh Za^ - sinh Sag) 
» SBitoosii Za^ « oosii Bag)] * sinh 4ag 
*" ©Ag sinii ^G^g) "" Sag - 4AgSinh 4aB)] . 
(49)  
If « 0 the section becomes oompletely orthotropic and 
a a 
/'j^ b 
fx » —I—-—y xy. 
/4b +>ia 
In ©as©/4 •/'a solution reduces to that obtained 
pre'^iously for th® seetioa eoaposed of two different iso­
tropic materials. 
3, Reotanaular segtloaa 
fh® speeial oaa@ considered her© in whiok the ooiamon 
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beimtarF eorresponds to t3ae x axis is shown in Fig. 9, From 
©Quation (41) one ob®«rirea that the ^ 's should be of the form: 
oo 




sa xy + ^  (AamSinh + Baaeosh Pny)slii aaX, 
B.»»0 
where the as enfl Pa are defined In equation {41K The 
bouniery oonditlons glvei 
&fAxn * -s®0h Pa®}] tanh aaO 
* ^ {JhpL tanh Pa© 3«oh aa©^  , 
dijrA»a "» L|[^( s@oh aa© • 1) *jUgJ tanh 0bO 
tanh ttnO seeh 0a® » 
^ "" ®®®^ 0£.a®) *" ~ S0Ch Pa®)J » 
(51) 
where 
d^ "* ^^^tanh da® tanh Pa®» 
and 
L a s — I - -
The torsional rigidity D is gi^en hjt 
* <1 « » ® B 
D . 2 {Bia 1- Aj.n sinh a^c 
TT ll»0 \ ® 
- lj,n cosli ajac) - ^ {At, n  cosh ttnC 
n-O (snt-i)* 
. ® B 
- Bitt siEh aao) + 2 n ,, , (Aan sinh PnO 
IT 11.0 (aa4l)a 
o° n 
+ BgSOSll psC - Bna) - 2 ^ (AftROOSh pnO 
^ ^ n'-O (Sn+1)« 
+ BGA sinli Pb0) (5S) 
In ©as® " 0 th® solution reduces to that for the 
ooapletely orthotropio seotion in Fig» 6. If J^x "/^n 
th© solution becomes a special case of the problem oorre-









I¥, COMPlRAfim mms OF TOHSIOHAL RiaiDITIES 
In nmterioal ©aloulations ot rigidities th© general 
praatis© is to treat tH© oomposit© section as an equivalent 
isotropic section or ortiiotropio section. Appreciable 
error is often introduced by tMs procedure as is evidenced 
by tables 1, 2, and 3. Th® value of tlie shear modulus,yU , 
is taken as the mean value of the two moduli of the parti­
cular orthotropic material under consideration. 
Table 1, Oompariaon of torsional rigidities for 
barite ©flinders of circular sections. 
- g07.§ X 10® /X- M 172.s X 10® 
! 





























1>Q - torsicaial rigidity for the isotropic case, 
a/b • ratio of Internal radius to the external radius. 
Dj, * torsional rigidity corresponding to equation (15). 
Da " torsional rigidity corresponding to equation (39). 
• torsional rigidity corresponding to equation (46). 
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»» B9S X 10® djnes/om®; ® 18S x 10^ dynea/om . 
fable 2. CoBiparlson of torsional rigidities for 
sweet gim wood cjliaders of circular section. 
JU m - 141,500 psi « 137,000 psi 
a/b Di/Bo Da/Do Di/Do Bfi/Do Da/Do 
0.10 1.187 o.te? 1.000 1.2E7 1.000 1.000 
O.SO las? 0.©67 1.000 l.gg7 1.000 1.000 
0 • 50 1.16B 0,f67 0,9ti 1.S08 1.000 1.000 
0,80 1.033 0.967 0.991 1.070 1.000 l.OOE 
1.00 0.612 0.967 0.967 0.840 1.000 1.000 
Dq, Da,, Da, Dg and a/b defined as in T®ble 1, 
J^x * 168,000 psij /^M * lis,000 psi • 
1 
The elastic oonstants for sweet gum wood as well 
as tbose for various other types of -rood ha^e been obtained 
tiiroug.,h. til© eou2rt®sj of H«. W., Marcii of tiie Forest Products 
Laboratory, Madison, Wisoonsln. 
fafel© S, Compariaon of torsional rigidities for 
barit© oyllMers of ©lliptio sections. 
« 207.5 X 10® /(» 17S,2 z 10® 
^ » /®1 2^a./®o Cs/Bo Bi/Do Db/Bo 
0*10 0,10 1.415 1.380 1.700 1.660 
G.IO 0.50 1.360 1.380 1.640 1.660 
O.iO 0.80 1.075 1.380 1.295 1.660 
0.10 0.90 0.875 1.580 1.053 1.660 
0.10 1.00 0.587 1.380 0.707 1.660 
0.50 0.10 1.415 1.152 1.700 1.385 
0.80 0.10 1.415 0..91S 1.700 1.095 
1.00 0.10 1.41S 0.831 1.700 1.000 
Dq " torsional rigidity of the completely isotropic section. 
" 2*atlo of th.© minor axis to the major axis for 
external boundaries, 
®s/»i * I'atio of the major axis of Gg to the major axis of C^, 
D|. » torsional rigidity corresponding to equation (16). 
Bg • torsional rigidity corresponding to eqxis,tion (40), 
- 293 X 10^ dynes/oifl ; « 122 x 10^ dynes/om*. 
T. flUXUll OF SIGTICMS OF DIFFERENT ISOTROPIC JiATERIALS 
A, Fonaulation of Problem 
In treating the Saint Tenant flexure problem for beams 
of oomposlte seetion the oonoept of the center of elasticity 
is introdueed. The importeno© of this oonoept becomes 
apparent in. the solution of problems for beams whose sections 
do not possess complete syMaetrj of elastic properties. 
Ooasider a beam of length L, (fig. 10) with axis in 
the z direction and acted upon by a single force in the 
plane z « L. This fore© may b© resolved into components 
parallel to the x and y axes which produce only bending, 
end a twisting couple producing pure torsion. In the case 
of isotropic members no torsion is produced if the section 
is loaded along an exis of geometric symmetry# If, however, 
a be®m of composite section Is loaded along a line of geo­
metric spametry, a twisting effect vdll, in general, be 
produced unless the line of loading is also a line of 
simmetry of elastic properties. 
Suppose the cross section of the beam to have one 
axis of elastic syametry (symaietry of elastic properties 
as well as gecmetric symmetry). For convenience this axis 
is chosen as the x axis. If the section Is loaded along 
tlie X axia of tia® plane z » L, no torsion will be produced, 
but if it Is loaded along the y axis there will be in 
general a twisting effect# fhe oontitions to be satisfied 
o-^er any section of the meiaber ar«s 
"^XZ dxdy » W;^(cofflpoaent of load through Xj, yj_, 
A 
L in the x direction) 
if Jyg dxdy « W~{oompoaeat of load through x,, y,» 
A ^ 
h in the y direction) 




jf (x - x) T„„ dxdy -* WTpil' - z) 
^ [(x - Xq) - y ^ xz] ^s-^x* 
fh©s© six equations are the static equilibrium equations 
of th© Saint Tenant flexure problem. The symbol, x^, is a 
constant I later to b@ defined as the x coordinate of th© 
center ol elasticity. 
The flexure problem deals with the same type of section 
as the corresponding torsion problem {Fig. 1). In addition 
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to the torsion fmotion there will be a flexure function, 
for the portion of the section for which and 
are applicable and a function, ^ 3, for the remaining portion 
The stresses and displao«aents are gi'ven by: 
- IlCL - z) [ a^Cx - Xg) a«y] 
c|^  - y) + <ri)ai{x - X 
u • - ays + aj. || <J7 (L-z) [(x - y"] - ^  z% | Lz"| 
+ a# (Ti (L-z)(x - Xgly, 
t » axz + a® |i <ri(L-z) - (x - 3^^)*] - ^  z* 
+ aa.<ri{L-z) (x - x^)y, 
w « as|i + - (Lz » ^  a®) [aa. (x - x^) agy] 
- I [ai. (x - Xg)® 4. a»y®] 
• I (Ti (x - x^)y [a3,y + a® C - x^)] . 
(54)  
In equations (§4) ajt. anfi are constants to be determined 
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from oonditioas (§3), and i « 1,3, Tlie 1x)undary oonditlons 
to be satisfied are again giten. hj equation (4). 
Oonsider tlie first of ©qmations (53) 
[/^ xz dxdy « (55) 
A 
Substitution from equations (54) glT@s; 
)(x - Xq) J] dxdy 
® ^ ^ ^ ^ - 3CQ)"J| dxdy, 
(56) 
By rearrangements 
*2 jj^   ^ "" " ^ g) J ^^ cdy 
• ^  .... .. _ _){x - xf l^&xdy ^^ ®3.<J«y - a^d+tfi 
• r -  4 . ^ f [  (x - x^ )||^  + aa(r3t(x - x^ j)'- as(l+<r4)y JJ dxdy 
+/^« jjf «[(x - x^)[^ + aa(r«(x - x^)"- aa(l+(^)y"]| dxdy 
Aj| V 
ff Cx - x^j'^dxdy -t- Is aa. ff ix - x^)*dxdy 
Aj. Ag 






The last two integrals of ©qtiation (§7) are zero due to the 
symmetry of the section. The fifth and sixth Integrals are 
the moiaents of inertis of the respective portions of the 
section with respect to th® line x » x . By us© of Green's 0 
theorem ©qaation (57) "becomes s 
*/dn f - x^) [l + ^ '^yz] ^  • 
(58) 
The supersoripts on the stresses indicate the portion of 
th© section to which the stresses are referred. The gymbol 
Xy is used to indicate the moment of inertia with respect 
to the line x » The additional subscript indicates the 
portion of the section. 
Th® two line integrals vanish because of the first 
and third of conditions (4), Thus; 
WJ - AI(EJYI + E.IY,). (89) 
In a similar manners 
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Solving for aj. and a®, on© obtains: 
"x 
E + E.ly. ' 
( « 1 )  
*7 aa I. *111 
A 
I'JbLe ?alu© of x is now determined from the ttilrd of equation 
0 
(83), fills equation may b© written using equation (54) as: 
Ii(L-z) j^aj.{x - x^) + a^yj dxdy 
- IgCL-z) ja3.(x - x^) + agyjdxdy •» 0. 
( 6 2 )  
B«©ams© of syaimetry equation (6E| redueea to: 
Ij. 11 (x - xjj)dxdy + la J {x - x )dxdy « 0. 
If the X ooordinate of the geometric ©enter of a portion of 
th© section la denoted by x th©n x^ Is found to be: 
I - ,g ) 
0 SiAx + E,Ab 
This quantity, x^, plays an important role in the flexure of 
composite sections possessing uniaxial ©lastio symmetry. 
It is a quantity quit© apart from the geoaetrio centrold and 
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is defined bm the x ooordinat® of the center of elasticity, 
Mtaschelisvili (11) defines it as the "modified center of 
gravity". It plays the sbmb rol® in the flexure problem as 
the geometric o@ntroid for the completely isotropic section. 
If the section possesses no exis of elastic sytametry 
a point {Xg, may b© defined in an analogous manner. The 
Tariabl® y, will b© replaced by the quantity, (y - y^), in 
all of equations (53) and (S4), fhe constants a^ and a® 
will be altered iino® the last two integrals of equation (57) 
will not "banish. The iralue of y© will be similar to that of 
XQ (equation S3) with the x*s replaced by the y*s. The 
following discussion will be limited to the case of uniaxial 
elastic syianetry. 
The fourth and fifth of equations (53) may be shown 
to be satisfied for any section. If a is set equal to zero 
in the last of equations (§3), values of and y^ are ob­
tained which are known as the x and y coordinates of the 
center of flexure. The center of flexure for a composite 
section is defined as that point through which the load 
must act in order that the local twist vanish at the center 
of ©lastioity. If the section possesses elastic symmetry 
with respect to the x axis, the y coordinate of the center 
of flexure, y^.^., will b© zeroi 
/my fo3P©® acting in the plan© z * L may be resolved 
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into a ccsmponent along the x axis, one along the j axic, and 
a torqu© eoting in the xjr plane, the effects of which mey 
TD© smperposed. The ©as® of torsion has already been considered, 
Since the seetion possesses elastic symmetry with respect 
to the X axis the effects of the two components will be quite 
different. The ooaponent along the x axis will produce no 
torque while the oomponent along the y exis in general will 
produo© a torque. 
Consider first the component along the x axis, i.e. 
* ^x* Wy « 0. from equation {61) » 0. The stresses 
are now gi^en by: 
z^z " * {L-z)(x - x^ ), 
55R -;^ I(L-KRI)AI(X - I^ ) , (64.) 
from the first of the boundary conditions (4) it is 
neeessary that along Cj., 
1 • m - 1 mj, [(l-i"(ri)Cx - XQ)" - <riy"j . (65) 
Equation (65) may be written in tems of the conjugate 
haimonie of ^  i. as i 
^ Sli c— 1 ITi " a>. [(l+tTi) j (x - Ig) dy J+ a oonatant, 
(«6) 
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where the integral is Q-^aluated on tlie boundary Cj.. Prom 
tl3.e seoond of tlie boundary oonditions, (4), on© sees t.ho.t 
along C« the followijog eriuatlon aust iiold; 
K x  -  ^  (X-X^ )[(x-3!^ )'' - 3/] -
~T~" [(x-XJ'-33 
(87)  
The third of oonditions {4) sp©oifi®s that along Og: 
5x ® Sy ^ ®'-[ " ll+<'l)(x-Xo)*]| 
=y". 1 m 1 ^ + 1  a | . [ ( r a /  -  ( l f < i ; ) ( x - x ^ ) * j |  .  
(68) 
Equation (68) may be rewritten as; 
-yU»(i+<5^ )(X-Xq)'^  •/Ai<riy"+/x«r8/] , 
(69) 
or 
/ifj. ^ //at® " 0a. f (El - la) f ^  {x-x^ )®ay 
8 eonstant# (70) 
'Mm consider the boundary oonditions if th® load is 
along the y axis. In this oas© • 0, Wy • Wy, and from 
.©qmtloa fill, " 0. Sine© tli# section does not possess 
eiastio sfmmttj witb respeot to th.® y axis there will be 
botli a beading and a twisting of tie beam. In this ease: 
5i~ » 
a a  I I  n  J, -rl 4. t l  
Vs w 
4 g (X»X^) J, 
(71) 
The ©ff@et &m to torsion and the effect due to bending may­
be treated separately, fhus a is etuated to zero and the 
boundary eonditions determined aooording to equation (4), 
On th© boundary Oj, the function ra\ist satisfy, 
||i - maa [(l+(r|)y® - cTiix-x^ )®] . (72) 
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TMa ©quation maj be rewritten in terms of the function 
ti as, 
dfi . r 8 g-l 
 ^ - If J ,  (73)  
or as. 
^ r (x-xa)® rx,y 0 1 
(Ti g - J 7 dx J + a constant. 
(74)  
On tile "bowD&aTj Ca th© continuity of w gives; 
 ^<r#y* - a« [I ^xV* - I <ri{x-.x^)®y • as 
(75)  
Also on th© boundary 0® 
 ^ 5^  " - SI" 
-yUsd+f,)]/] , 
or in terms of thefunctions, 
}^%t% -/(s % - % [(^ i^ i^-y^ 8<^ 8) - | (ij^ -E,) 
+ a constant, (76)  
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fh.© X eoordimt® of tbe o®iit©r of flexure is 
determined from the last of ©quation (53), under the 
oonditlon., a » 0, That isi 
(X'-X ) J " Y S 
^ ©' yz Jdxdjr. (77) 
Stibstitution of the values of xz Sl'^es: 
o^f*y ">^ 1 [[^  |s^  - ®« [(l+(ri)y'+ jdxay 
•^ a. Ag \ 
- ag j^Cl+C'aJy'* + (TaCx-Xg)"] jdxdy -/Ag jf j ^  dxdy. 
(78) 
By rearrangeaentj 
dxdy + a,(ri(i-Xg)'J dxdy -JH^ JjT ^ [yl^-^^o) 




- Sf^a If (^-x )y dxay + a^(l+(i;)a« jT y® {x-x^)dxdy. 
% dy« ' « 
This ©quation may be transformed by use of Green's theorem 
and simpliflefi by the boundary conditions to gX^^i 
y Y 
'Qf^ T I(x-X^)y 43 - a/Ag ^ l{x-x^)y ^  ds 
rr 





The line integrals may be transformed by Green's theorem 
back to -volume integrals. The expression for Xq^i then beoomes: 
.1 IF y ^of^y • jj ¥ ^ Axdy - J)^ ^ dxdy 
Ajt, 
rT 
+ E^a 3L«« 
a , // ® / 
y (x-XQ)dxdy + Sa&^JIy (x-x^)dxdy. 
(79) 
-§2» 
B# Biaxially Syjamstrio Sections 
Suppose tJie section under consideration to possess 
biaxial elastic symmetry. For such sections the center of 
elasticity corresponds to the geometric center of the 
section* fhus if th© origin is taken at the centrold of 
the section, both the center of elasticity and the center of 
flexure occur at th© origin. Ixamples of such sections 
are those possessing ooncentrlo circular and confocal 
elliptic boundaries* 
Qonotafcrlc circular bounderies 
The value of on the external boundary for a section 
possessing concentric circular boundaries (Fig, 2) is gi-^en 
aooordlng to equation {66), assuming the loading to be 
along the x axis, asi 
- r t r -  ®  F / ,  \  t  A  U+ BCTj^ ) , -1 
il. * [C1+ (Tji.)sin © - • g ' • sin 6 J a constant 
ai.a^ r, . 1 
« ^ [{S-t-EcTj^lsln 0 + g-—sia 39j + a constant, 
(80) 
Since "1^3^ and "Ifg are hanaonic they should be of the form: 
tx " A|.r®sln 36 A^r sin Q - A, 
» %r%tn 30 + igr sin 0. (81) 
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Siailarly tJb.© flexur® funetlons are given by: 
9(4 • Afit^QOB 38 * A«r 60S e + Ag S2£mi. ^  , 
r 
* B|,r®eos 30 + Bar 00s 0, (82) 




tej^Ag • |^(3+g<ri){^j,+yma)T3* - (3+SCrj_)yu(^a* + (S*B(r^ )jUga*] 
4iixA^  • aa.a*b® |^ ( 3+S0-j.)(yUj.-yu^ )t) - (S-^ S)^ j^ a~ • (3+2 djg )/^ a' 
A4 • 0 
= - . (1+2<r,) 
Mx • fii - •' j|^ £-
• ai j^S(3+g0i)yA4,T3^ - a*(a*+b^) [(S+Scr,^)^/! - (3+2()i)jUa 
TiAer® 
J3-a. ** •" i/\ -/^ a)® • 
filis problsa has been considered toy Mtisohelistili (11). 
Xf JJ< 3, " l^» "til® solution for a solid circular section is 
obtained* 
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Also If aat « 0 tM soluitlon for a hollow 
<3ir©ttlar section Is gl7@n fej: 
Assm© the loatiag to ©long tii© x axis; then the 
solution for a seetloa,teouniet "by eonfooal ellipses (Flg» 3) 
is "by use of the ©lllptic transformation, equation 
{lf,|. fh© bouniary ©ondltloa {%$) Indioates that the 
flexare funstlon should b© of th© typ@s 
X». *" sji COS A@oosh ^  oos v^-^- A^sinh 3^ oos 3 
+ A^ainhj- oosi^, (84) 
^ 8i3.(li-g<r)r®oos ii • WL^{M*Z(r} (®*+b )t + 
fhtse .reslilts art known. 
B» Soafo'.eal elliptio 
g » li^OQsh Sfe eoi Sh B»GOsh c 000 H . 
By use of conditions (@i), (i?) and f90| these constants 
art fouat to 
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mh^ A^  » [ (l+gr^looshVi - cri,j [^^tenii Sa^ 
« cotb, 3aej • ^g( )aj^o®0otli 3ai 
+ 3aiO* ooth SctjL j/(|. r{l'«'S(7i)oosli - (f^l 
aiuh Sag ( ^ ^ 
- JJjgt {l+ScTg) 00sii^Qte - (Tnj 
E^iiaAg - 2a3^0® [ (l+2(r3.)cosli a^ - (T J 
, » * ® sluii a« r r * 1 )®^i® " |{l+Scri)cosh a#- cTij 
" /^8 [ (1+S(ra)oosli ag - (Tajj , 
^) ®i.® * H&j^0 ^3+E ) 0osh. ctg + (Jij 
-yx ^ [{3+E(ra)oosh\« + (Ti^l j^(3+2 6^)cosh cr^ J, 
(85) 
®i 0^ r ® "1 
Aa ** - A400th aj, + —^— 1 (3+S<f^)o0sh ctj, + (Tj^ , 
B|, • Aj, + Ag'fcsnli 3ctjj *• • ""^y"" ^ ^ 
Bb -» A^i + A*taah a» - ((T^- (5i), 
wher® 
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3% - yUj^ootii 4 (yUj^-yXg )ooth Sa^, 
lnoiiedg® and Tekua (15) MT® eonsidered this problem. 
the flexure fiiixotlon for a hollow elliptic section 
may b@ found by setting yUg » 0. In case J^x * f^n 
fltsmre funetion for a solid elliptic s®otion is given by: 
*" O"!.! oosh 3j oos 
+ ^  aaL®* I fS+2(rj,)cosh\a. + (Tj. ooshlj eosi^ , 
G, ¥niaxially Sjiaaetric S®otion 
A typieal exampl© g£ a s©otion possessing uniaxial 
#lastio symetry is the rectangular section shown in Fig, 11. 
If the load aets along th® x axis there will be no twisting 
of the member. This is not the case if loading is along 
the y axis, Gonslder first the case where • W^f 
Wy * 0, giving » 0. From ©quetion (6) we see that m the 
outer boundary "f'a. and "fg take on the following values: 
[ f y - j 4. a constant on x « a 
"i"i " "f® " a constant on y • + b (86) 
ta • Qsi [ci-«'(Ji Ha'«'X^)"y - + a constant on x « -a. 
Th® functions and 'f'g are odd in y and hence taken of the 
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Z b  









Is • BqJ + 2 (BittSinh kaX + BenCOSii kaxjsln kay, 
n-l 
wli®re j£a ^ and tfc® constant Aj is added In order thet the 
defleotlens "be oontlnmous aeross Cg. In the calculation 
of stresses and moments, will not oontribute; hence it 
need not be e'^alueted. The flexure functions are thus 
gifen bys 
» A (x-x ) + lAj^aCOsh kfiX + Aga^i^i^i kiix)cos kay 
0 n*! 
(88) 
Ag " B C^E-X^) • 2 (BiaOOSh kaX BaaSinh kax)oos kay, 
® ® n»l 
where the taiu© of x^ is found to bes 
•  («•  -  o' )  ,3,, 
^ l^(a-c) + ^ ^(a+c) 
The boundary conditions yield: 
a 
\ [(l+«i)(a-x„)' - £^], 
0 ^ (l+<ra.){a+x^) -
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4i!B.*h^<r±i -1) ^ 
Ajta ^—•" i' — csoh kiia - A#® ooth kaa, 
TT%* 
4a3^"b®( crj^+(rg) {-1} oosJi ka© 
A»n " —— 
iT®n* oosh lcn(a-o) 
Sa«{crj,-(Ji8) (g-XqJIs (•!) sinh ka© oosh kn(atc) 
(ii»M>iii!iiiPi!Sii.'iiiir.iriwii ir.-.iri r.i iHii m - iir —i • r i' l -i *• ]qj« q mrnirnmitmmtmmimmmmmmmmmailmmmm  ^
ff u oosh kaCa-c) oosh ka{a-o) 
•4axfe®C'a {-1) ° , 
" — oosh k^a + Bsa ©oth kna, 
IT n* 
k® / 1 \ ^  
. _ 4ai/Xi((ri+(r,)b'(-l) 
h-aB^a ®* — oosh kaO slBh knia-c) 
Tr®H.® 
(fx- ^ 8 ) ( 0-%) l3® { -1) " 
• "I ,, ,. , , siah kaa sinh kn(a-c) 
IT n* 
• T'' •"/<«''"a)t'(-l)'' j£,(a-o) 
TT*n® 
a, _ . a 
. -/^.<r.)b (-1) k.(a-<,). 
(90)  
8 » TT®n 
istoer® 
hg • ym^oosh ka(a+c)siah ka(a-o) + yugoosh kn{a-o)slnh kn(a-«-o) 




a -I oo 
(l4-ai)a' - ^  X + cos k.y. 
^ J Tr« n-1 n«> cosii kn® 
Supfos© tlie load aots aloag tlie y axis. In this oas® 
» 0, W • W^ , and a|^  • 0« fhe torsion effect is neglected y y 
sina© it iaas toeeu, oomputed previously. Th® conjugate flexure 
functions assuae on the external boundary the values: 
« 0 on X " a, 
"f"# *0 on X " -a, (91) 
% « « as 
1^ - (1+ 3C on y » t b 
Sine© the ©oajugate flexure functions are even in y, the 
functions are chosen as: 
- A^y + Ai [y® - S(x-x^)*y 
^ oosh ttiiX 
+ ^  (A. 
n«l '®® sinh ana 
sinh a^ftX. 
4- A • / sin a^y, 
cosh anS 
(92) 
X • * Ba, [/ - 3(x-x^)*yj + (B »a 
cosh ttiiX 
sinh ttna 
sinh a^x , ^ 




Qtn " ' • I 
gb 
The feoiindsry eonaitlons yi®14t 
Bx - „ , Mi 3 
3gagb®C-l)® S  1 ^ r 
yjjOiCa+Xjj)] slnh aa® ©osJa aa® cosh an{a-o) 




[<%{a-x^}+ (r«(a+XQ)J sinhttaC sinhaaa slnhaa(a-c 
oik® 
"r*" sinh atia cosii awa sinh a«{a--o)* 
/A|.AgjiSiBJb. aaCa-o) « - yXaBasSinli an{a+o) 
I5g®at)®|-ir 
+ yU||(r8{a+x^ )j slnh ana oosh ana 
— - — ^sinlKtaa OOSMnft, 
iT®{2n+l)® 
. i» (TiCa-XgJla (-1) 
- - Aub + ' ""'' ^ r""" • 
B'4|» **• B,ga 
nr (2n+l) 
3Saa<T^ (a^Xg) (-1) ® 
TT {Bn+1) 
(93)  
» ^ ^Qoah ©nCa+o)slnhi aa(a-o) •^gSinh ttaCa^'cloosh an(a-o) 
fto.© o©nt©S" of flexmr® is gi^eii in general as: 
^of *y' f [''="''0' '^Vz" 
For a square sectionwltli msmon botmdary along tlie y axla 
•63. 
tiif X <3oor4iixat.@ of the ©enter of flexure is given "byi 
Vof " f 
8a„a9(|)» f . . 
" • ^  ' I r' p-x<n.'Sx 
».«1 {Bn^D® 
+ C^ i.^ 3.""/^ iB<ra) 'yj'~'''''""jr ©O.-sh i-SS^ iiji? 
' ' n®l |Sn+l}® ^ J 
r T 
-[ yUxTidx+SS.) -/<.<r.(®i+S:.)J 2 —i^tanh 
(94) 
If tk# elastic properties of the t?m portions are identical 
X *»• 0' • 
?I, FLlXtm OF SGftOlS flHICH ARE PABTLT 
ISCamOPIO AUD MTLT OlfHOTROPIC 
A, Formulation of the Problem 
fli# loading for tM beam ?/iios© section is partly 
isotropio end partly orthotropie is. shown in Fig. 10. 
In tills «?.®s© aleo, equations are to be satisfied over 
any station of the b©am. 
The type of s®otions considered is the a.ame as that 
shown in Fig. S» la addition there is a flexure function 
^elid in the region bsti-t^^n 0^. &nd Gg and a )( j, valid 
in th® region insld© 0», :TM stresses and displacements 
mr® th® same as in equation |§4) for the isotropio portion 
but for the orthotropio portion ere given by: 
- 3r) • f^ x<^ n^ %7^  * I Ei83.(x~x^) 
JZ * -^yM« IJ- (x-x^) - | Ej^a^y s 
(95) 
• 65* 
T «= (TftlL-z) + 
3 • ^  ix-x/iL-z) 
* % i^  • |"h 
* all. • - (Lz - + ©»yj 
(x-x«5y 
[(ria.(i-Xg) ff-.a^y - -jlaxCj^ - (TiXi-i,,)' 
"HI. 
- .!!. 
+ at{77- - cTtly 
?/liere 
« 











As before tlae sabsorlpts denote the section to which the 
par-tiouler fune-tion Is referred. Tlie symbol, 1, denotes the 
Touiig*s Modulus in. th© z direction. The aeotions have asain 
fe©©n assumed to possess elastic pymm,etry ehout the x axis, 
GoMitlona |S3) d»aiid thati 
H -
w 
fig • 1 , (96) 
X m 
lii ©qttstloas |,i®) tii« subsorlpt o refers to th© isotropic 
portion ant tM® subscript 1 to tJa© ortkotropic portion. 
Also Ba. d#sigaat©s tli® Toiing,*® Modulus of the ortlxotropio 
porttoa in the z direetion. If and are identical, 
tli®n» regardless of th® fariation in ©laBtio properties in 
tlie ortMotropie portion,, tiie e#nter of elastieity, 
ooinoldes with, tli© gecmetrlo oenter of the seotion. 
In cast the sestion is loaded along the x axis (w^ . w, 
W * 0) the boundary oonditions 14) ma.f he written in 
I 
terms of the flexure and conjugate flaxnre functions as: 
r r a 1 
fv » mj. [ Il+CT^ ) 1 Cx-xg) dy - ~S|-j + a constant on Oj. 
X© • I f - ®^/j " ]{x 
- ^  aa.Cx*x^) j^(M * <r^)(x^z^}^ - ®^ar**j » almg Cg, 
07-
- i (Bi-Eo) [""'^(x-Xgj'dy + a constant, on Cg 
(97)  
fhM till 3rd of oonditlons (97) is detemined fey definition 
of a fiiaotion "t"!. smoli thett 
ih. - \l^  Sli Mi. life 
5^ LL/AI SF ' SF " -Y/*. 55-' 
and an lategmtion along the teundary Gg. 
If the stotion is loaded along th© y axis thenj 
W . *» 0, W * W , and ©1. * 0, Conditions (4) in this case 
X T y 
r®due® toi 
• a« —- - Cl+<^) J" y*dxj a constant, on 
Jo'i [t^*<ro>r'' -isu-xj'j -
- I a»y - <rii)y* - SOiix-io)*] along 0,, 
Mo - 1 '/o^ o 
, )  
r z , y  
(1^-1^1 I y«dx * 8 constant on C«. 
(98) 
fh© first ©ad lest of ocmditlons {98} ar® found by Inte­
gration along the boundaries and Gg respeotiirely. 
th® ©Qiiation for is glwn "by: 
Vof " • f[. r^ix&r - Sfi^ ff y ^  aidy 
• j] /(x-x Itody + y^ix-x }&x&r, 
{99) 
Iqaetloa {9t) is derii?©d in a manner similar to the derivation 
of eqitetion 
B. Goapl©t«ly Ortliotrople Seotions 
In order to facilitate the d#t«mination of the flexure 
fmnotions for sections oontelning both isotropic and 
orthotrople properties, the solutions for some completely 
orthotropic sections ere listed h®rej 
1. Giroular seotions 
•for a elremlar section of radius * ai loaded along the 
X axis th@ flexure function is giir©n byj 
•Sf. 
"X. i a'a  ^
' ® *• • />i] 
* i e.% |L* (m.X* - Sf^xxr'), (100) 
Beotiong 
Aa elliptio section with, semi-ffiajor axis a and semi-
minor axis b, loefied along tJie x axis has the following 
flexure fuaotion: 
X 
• I at A * — (/<,x - 3/iiiy ). 
y-x [!^ .a 1-
(101) 
0, Partly Isotropic and Partly Ortiiotropio Sections 
1# Gonoantgio elrotilar boandaries 
For a, section, whose boundaries are eoncentric csircles 
(fig, f) , loading along tM x axis gives rise to the 
following flexure funotions*. 
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oos e + A.r%os 30 » A, 222-6 ^  
-y (102) 
l\% - B,.x + yx«x® « 
la a«jo©ra«iiio© wltli equatioa,s (82) and |100). Application 
of eonaitioM (98) with » 0 yields the following values 
foy tJie constaiitsj 
kgBa - ®i. - (Ti + + (b®+a®) )] 
A, . ^Ci.a^. - m-—^1— 
a + D 
A* - t® [ab - ai (l+So-g)] 
hgBi - - I + (a^fe") [S|2l (SEi -
, « «. faia* ,®3t . 1 
cr«-2) 1- — (3^£^^)J 
« B|.a." + f •B»a*(^ «-yU4) + (S^ -BcT) 
1^.®® ,$1^   ^  ^
. . (Ti- cTa-E) 
^ s , 
A« * •• —3—' |s+g(r) 




In tea® yM^ * 0 tH©. solution wduoes to ttet gii?©!i pre-
^tO'U^ly tor a oompletelj ortii©tropie section. For 
a solution corresponds to thst obtained for a 
seetion oosposed of two different isotropic materials. 
OoRfOQal elllptio tooundaries 
For 8, ooafooal ©lliptio seotion with loading along the 
X axis th© flexure functioi^ ©re chosen in aooordanoe 
filth equations (64) and (101) ass 
• /ijoosh^ oosf^ + AaSinh J cos^y + A4,cosh 3 j oos 
4- AgSlnh 3J ©OS gi^, 
Applleatlon of the boundary ooaditions yields; 
*f2-
6%Ba « slaii S(ai-a@) ^  g 
* (T^ sink^ jt] siahaioosli i^ a - eosii aaSinh Saj^  |^ (£^ -(rQ)cosli" 
8 1 r.is. ® 
• 3(s^ siiili a.j|J • QOBh agsinh Sa^ (« -(rj.)oosli ag 
L /Aj, 
+ 3(gsinh^agJ^ - 2a|,cosli Slaj-ag) |^(/Xj.rg 
$ at 
" • s i  n i l  S G t i ^ s i a f e .  a ^ 8  -  ( a . j ^ - l Q ) o o s h  a g S i n h  a s S l n h  3 a j .  
"•• tT^ sinll^ J sinh aiSiah Sag ^  , 
a|te®s«eii 3(aa,-as) p.. _ , .« 
- j g [{l-f. <r^)c5rOSll ttjt 
+ cr^sinli^aij $lnh aj.ooefe. Sa® - [(E+CTq) oosli^ajB 
+ 3 <r siiib'®a»J oosh. aaslnfe ^ ^ S. cosh* CLi 
** !E1 ® 
+ §/Aj^sinli*%) cosh agslnh Baj. -i- (~ - s'j.)oosli 
+ Sfl^slnii^aa^ oosh agsiah , 
" %r- cosk®ai + (r^ siah Sa,,] - A^ cotli 
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» 6BgO iiQ lyUa® - ^ goosh agj 
t- a4e®yu^ aiiifa (c j.-a@ Joosli a® [s| l4'<rQ)oosh*ai 
® ~ i r  ®  i ®  ~ l r  ®  
» (T^slmh aj,J • a^sinh. - (E+ c^)cosh agj - [^cTsjelnii aa 
(i - (rx)GOsli\jBj ^ - ag^e ^ 4Cosh{a3.-ag)siiih a® |B{yK3i.o« 
z ^ 
• ^^CTjjJsinli a# « S(l|."3«Icosh 
- jsCl-t-tr^Nosli^a-i^ - (T^sinh^aJ | • 
Aa « a3^o^s©cii|ax-«a)slEli a.|^©osli I [3(l+<r) cosh 
a ~) •} r s , . ® 1 
- (T^ Blnh aj,J + ^ L<r^slEh - {S-t-c^jcosh J 
^ 3, 2® 
aj.0 «3L 
r  «  ®  1  
/A j^slnh ajgj - ^goosh a®J 
 ^[(f jgsliih\a - - 6~j^ )0osh'*aaj ^  , 
UJ_ » 
S' 
®3,® n ^ s& \ 




siaii 3Ca|.-ajR )0osli ctji [yUi|Qosli*aj, 
+^1, ©osli sCajt'^alaiiiii a# [ Sywaoosii'a, 
j^^elab |aj^-an )®©®li a® • jA ^ omh (a^ ''ag)Blnh a^ J • 
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¥11. SMMMT AHD TOSSIBLI EXTIHSIQKS 
In tSte salmtion of tlie Saist "feiiant problem for 
ooffljposit® seotions, tM general method of attack Is the 
imtroawtioa of ©oajugete torsion and flexiire functions and 
tM© retmction of the probXera to a Biriohlet type problem, 
lor th© orthotropie portion of the section this first in-
a trensformetion of irariables end the definition of 
functions haimonio of©r tht transformed "^ftriables. 
In the flexure probleai the concept of the center of 
elasticity is Introduced* Tlii® center of elasticity plays 
tiis gam© role in th® flexure problem as the geometric cen-
trold for the ©oiapletely isotropic seetion. It has been 
pointed out that loading along a geonetrlc axis of syametry 
of the section does not iastire the absence of a twisting 
effect, fh© Young*.® moduli in the z direction of the res-
pectite portions of the section are the only elsstic 
constants entering into th® definition of the center of 
elasticity* If the portions of th© section have th© same 
Young*s modulus in the z Slreotion, regardless of what th© 
other elastic properties of the isotropic or orthotropic 
portion fflay be, the center of elaeticity ?#ill correspond 
to til© geometric center. 
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Soliitions Mve been obtelned for oomposite sections 
whose bouii^isries are conoeatrie siroles, similar ellipses, 
coufooal ellipses, eooentrio circles and reotengles, Tli© 
Talmes at tlie torsional rigidities for a number of composite 
sections iiaire been ooiaparad witii tnose for completely 
isotropic and coaipletely ortkotropic sections possessing the 
same external bouMciries, 
There ar© a niMb«sr of other sections which mj be 
sol'fed by the methods fieifoloped here. Also it is a simple 
matter to formulate the problera oorresponfiing to sections 
composed of tvio er more different orthotropic materials. 
Another common type of anisotropy which one night consider 
is curvilinear anisotropy. 
Sections of only two different materials have been 
ooasidered. The methods developetl may easily be extended 
in ease of three or more materials. It is sufficient to 
require that the displacaaents and tractions be continuous 
©cross any eosmon boundary# 
The torsion and flexure solutions for composite sections 
suggest the possibility of treating the bending of plates 
composed of different types of materials,. Anelogous pro­
blems in eaeotrostatios or hydrodyn.aaics^ might also be 
foxffliulated anfi solved. 
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